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Key Features/Benefits
 » MOBILE ACCESS Complete your forms on 

desktop, tablet, or smartphone 

 » OFFLINE ACCESS Collect data without 
a connection while retaining the app’s 
full functionality 

 » COURSE CORRECTION Automatically calculate 
scores, publish results, and escalate issues 
based on form data

 » TASK MANAGEMENT Define user roles, set 
up automated alerts, schedule deadlines, and 
prioritize criticality levels

 » INTEGRATION Sync with your current IT systems 
for bidirectional integration

Every aspect of the Workforce Dimensions™ solution — the 
underlying architecture, integration, user experience, 
functionality, data access, delivery, and support — is designed 
to help you optimize your people. Powered by the industry-
first Kronos D5™ platform, Workforce Dimensions provides a 
breakthrough employee experience and an unprecedented 
level of operational insight into your workforce management 
practices. Whether your goals are to increase productivity, 
improve compliance, control labor costs, or achieve better 
business outcomes, Kronos® provides the technology tools you 
need to manage your workforce of the future, today. 

As the enterprise leader in workforce management applications, 
Kronos understands the need for strong integrations between 
software applications. That’s why we’ve built a robust developer 
portal with access to our API layer. The Workforce Dimensions 
Technology Partner program is designed to facilitate this 
interoperability and drive business results.

Form.com data collection platform
Form.com is an enterprise mobile forms solution featuring powerful task management 
and workflow functionality for gathering feedback and observational data. 

Form.com enables a seamless user experience by integrating the data held within 
Workforce Dimensions into your forms. The combination of Form.com and Workforce 
Dimensions provides a seamless task management and data-collection system 
that intelligently routes users through forms and automatically assigns follow-up 
assignments and alerts based on their input. 

Form.com is in the business of helping great companies run better. Whatever needs 
your organization has, our professional services team will work with you to ensure 
you’re headed down the path to continuous improvement. Our experienced solutions 
architects will help you migrate your existing paper or spreadsheet-based forms and 
checklists, or re-create your process entirely from scratch on our mobile platform. Our 
team will determine the best way to design, configure, and deploy a custom solution 
for your organization that automates processes and workflows with corrective actions, 
notifications, and reports. Together, we’ll expedite the distribution of action plans, 
tasks, alerts, and CAPAs (corrective actions preventive actions) in innovative new ways 
that fit your unique process perfectly.
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Integration with your IT infrastructure
Enterprise data does not live within a single system, and the 
ability to communicate between different databases and 
software is crucial. Our experts can help you map what data 
should be integrated into the forms and where collected data 
should be exported from Form.com. 

Mobile forms
When a user logs in and performs a sync on their mobile 
device, all their approved forms are updated and tasks 
and notifications are instantly available to them. Data from 
external sources or previously collected data can be also be 
pre-populated into forms so users don’t have to repeatedly 
enter the same information. Users can capture dates, time 
stamps, and GPS coordinates and attach photos to gather 
more evidence from the field.

Offline capabilities
Even when you are working in remote locations with poor 
internet connectivity, Form.com can continue collecting data 
without any limitations. Once the connection is reestablished, 
forms automatically sync to the server for further processing 
and initiate workflows or other automated events.

Workflows
Form.com’s powerful workflow automation and task 
management features are designed to automate manual 
processes and streamline your operations. Based on entered 
data, the form can calculate scores, suggest actionable 
items, send alerts, and assign follow-up forms or tasks to the 
responsible parties.

• Intelligent forms: Easy-to-use forms dynamically 
change based on who you are, where you are, and 
what you’re doing. 

• Mobile and offline access: Complete forms, collect 
data, and manage inspections from virtually anywhere, 
even without an internet connection. 

• Action plans: Automatically trigger workflows, 
send notifications, kick off approval processes, 
and schedule follow-up tasks with due dates and 
criticality levels. 

• Process automation: Autofill forms with data, 
including user login, device info, previous responses, 
GPS coordinates, dates, and time stamps.

• Integration: The platform seamlessly connects 
with your other applications, creating bidirectional 
data synchronization and ensuring “one version of 
the truth.”

• Flexibility: Form.com’s solutions can be constructed 
modularly and adapt to suit any industry or process.

Watch this video to learn more about how our platform can help you streamline your inspections, audits, and manual processes. 
For more information, contact WFDTechnologyPartner@kronos.com.
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